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T H E F O R M AT I O N A N D I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
OF THE SOCIAL MARKET ECONOMY BY
A L F R E D M Ü L L E R-A R M A C K A N D L U D W I G E R H A R D
incipiency and actuality 1

Christian L. Glossner | David Gregosz

In view of Germany’s coping with the current international
financial and economic crises, once again the Social Market
Economy as the Federal Republic’s distinctive model of
coordinated social and economic policy has received both
considerable attention and general praise. In order to explain the relative robustness and associated continuing
attractiveness of this variant of a neo-liberal socio-political
and economic concept,2 it is important to recall the formation and definition of the Social Market Economy, which was
developed and implemented in times of economic, political
and societal crises.
S t r u ggl e f o r E x i s t e n c e a n d S o c i al i s t
Zeitgeist in the Aftermath of the Second
W o r ld W a r a n d t h e T h i r d R e i c h

The end of the Second World War left Germany in an unprecedented state of defeat, destruction, and disorganisation. Administration virtually disintegrated and German
political and economic life had reached ‘point zero’.3
Although there was no Stunde Null (zero hour) and anarchy,




this notion closely describes the perception of ordinary as well as in-

became the socio-political slogan and socialist planning was at the centre

formed contemporaries. Never did the future of Germany seem less

of both the political and the public debate,7 the economic conception and

viable, never the chaos more ubiquitous. People were simply disarmed

the programmatic definition of Christian Socialism remained subject to

by the facts. Life in post-war Germany in 1945 was dominated by a sense

interpretation and even criticism.

of stupor and an instinctive search for direction. The war changed everything and a return to the way things had been before 1933 was out of

In order to overcome the party’s internal fragmentation mainly regard-

the question – this included the former capitalist economic system. As

ing the degree of socialisation and to consolidate the CDU organisation-

capitalism was distinctly associated with the great depression that fol-

ally and programmatically, the influential former Lord Mayor of Cologne

lowed the stock-market crash in 1929, the waste of unemployment, the

and then Chairman of the CDU in the British occupation zone, Konrad

inequalities, injustices, inefficiencies and the discredited policy of the

Adenauer pushed for consultations in order to produce an attractive

inter-war years, governmental planning and the enhanced role of the

manifesto. Eventually, his formulation of a so-called ‘Gemischtwirtschaft’

state in social and economic affairs became the political religion in post-

(Mixed Economy) that allocated economic power to both the private and

war Germany in 1945. The belief in centralist governmental economic

public sectors as a compromise and alternative to general socialisation

planning favoured by a majority of the residents in occupied Germany

became central to the CDU’s principles for economic and social policy

in January 1946 was matched by the faith in improving economic condi-

proclaimed by Adenauer in Essen on 24 August 1946. According to the

tions.4 A very broad constituency took up the idea that a well-planned

party chairman of the Rhenish CDU, these economic and social guidelines

economy would not only improve economic conditions but also meant a

were meant to form the basis for a comprehensive party platform for

fairer and better-regulated society. Thus most political parties at that

the Christian Union on a national level.8 Adenauer’s pragmatic efforts

time reacted to that socialist Zeitgeist, and socialism and socialisation

to integrate the political wings of the CDU and to consolidate the party

played a distinctive role in their programmatic development and their

aimed at providing an alternative economic concept to the socialisation

campaign for the forthcoming communal and state legislature elections

plans of the Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (SPD) for both the

in 1946.

upcoming parliamentary debates and the local and state legislature
elections taking place in September and October 1946.

The numerous newly founded parties, such as the Christlich-Demokratische Union Deutschlands (CDU), the Christlich-Demokratische Partei

In these polls, the Union was the most successful party (often by a clear

(CDP), the Christlich-Soziale Union (CSU), the Christliche Union (CU),

margin) in seven out of thirteen Länder in the three western zones of

the Christlich-Soziale Volkspartei (CSVP), the Christliche Volkspartei

occupation. The victory of the CDU/CSU parties became even more

des Saarlandes (CVP), the Christlich-Soziale Unionspartei (CSUP), the

manifest when they gained the majority of popular support in 16 of the

Christlich-Nationale Union (CNU), the Christlich-Demokratische Volks-

25 local elections although the SPD won four out of six regional elections

bund (CDV) or the Christlich-Demokratische Block (CDB), were unified

in the year 1946.9 These outstanding results of the first free elections

by a commitment to Christian social responsibility in order to cope with

in post-war Germany can be attributed to the fact that after 1945, the

the prevailing social and economic situation in the aftermath of the Third

Union had a near-monopoly of the Catholic vote. At that time, this still

Reich and the Second World War.5 Thus the early programmatic discus-

mattered a lot: the Catholic vote was still heavily conservative, especially

sions of the Christian Democrats were concerned with the reestablish-

on social questions and in regions of high Catholic practice, such as

ment of a liberal, democratic and humane social and economic order.

Bavaria. Traditional Catholic voters in western Germany would rarely

Based on Thomas Aquinas’ teaching and the Katholische Soziallehre

vote Socialist and almost never Communist. But, and this was the peculi-

(Catholic social doctrine), the conviction that neither an evidently inad-

arity of the post-war era, even conservative Catholics often had no choice

equate pre-war liberal capitalism nor an equally antisocial doctrinaire

but to vote Christian Democrat and Christian Socialist respectively, des-

communism but only an economic and social model oriented entirely

pite the reformist bent of Christian Democratic politicians and policies,

toward common welfare would serve society, became manifest in so-

because conventional right-wing parties were either under a shadow or

called ‘Christian Socialism’.6 While in the first post-war years socialism

else banned outright. Even non-Catholic conservatives and the middle-




class turned increasingly to the Union (or to the Liberal Democrats), as a

calorific provision in the western zones of occupation dropped sharply

bar to the ‘Marxist’ Left. Thus, the emergence of the parties to the right

from an average of 1,500 per day per adult in mid 1946 to just 740-800

of Social Democracy as the leading political force was variously regarded

calories in early 1947.14 While 30 per cent of the population mentioned

as a rejection of extremism, leftism and radicalism in any form.

food as their chief source of concern in March 1946, this figure now

10

Yet the

adoption of the proportional electoral system or rather a combination of

rose to 40 per cent; in Berlin, where the situation was consistently

the majority vote and proportional representation also helped to stabilise

worse, even up to 74 per cent reported insufficient supply of food in

support for the emerging parties in the three western zones.

February 1947.15 Those family treasures that had not been destroyed by
bombs, stolen or broken were now eaten up; and so-called ‘Hamstern’,

Thus, in spite of the then predominant socialist Zeitgeist and the per-

i.e. the illegal trading with farmers and smallholders, did little to supple-

ceived general preference for centralist governmental macroeconomic

ment rationing since farmers did not trust the money. In the winter of

planning, for an enhanced role for the state in social and economic

1946/47, as many as 60,000 chiefly elderly Germans died of the cold

affairs, and, ultimately, for universal nationalisation advocated predomi-

and hunger. In this situation, various hunger demonstrations and even

nantly by the SPD and the Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (KPD),

disturbances took place all over the western zones. Germans lost faith

the CDU’s economically rather liberal Christian Socialism arguing for

in the probability of economic recovery. Whereas in December 1945

limited socialisation restricted to core industries became increasingly

nearly eight in ten thought that economic conditions would improve, by

accepted in the political and public debate in 1945/1946. Indeed, neither

April 1947 only 45 per cent believed so.16 In the course of the first 22

the Social Democrats nor the CDU put forward a particular economic

months following the Allied victory the mood among the German popu-

model in their campaigns and thus it is arguable whether the electorate

lace swung from relief at the mere prospect of peace and a fresh start

voted according to economic considerations and motives. Nonetheless,

to stony resignation and growing disillusion mainly due to perceived bad

the majority of the eligible voters in post-war West Germany apparently

governance and the magnitude of the tasks still ahead.

relied on the conservative parties in order to tackle the present and
imminent difficulties, such as the food scarcity and housing shortage,

G o v e r n m e n t al C o n t r o l o f t h e Ec o n o m y a n d

and to provide a new direction for a better future.

Gemeinwirtschaft

Optimism about the incipient economic recovery and improving living

Due to the then severe economic situation, complicated even further by

conditions came to a grinding halt in the severe winter of 1946/1947.

the challenge to integrate some 10 million refugees and expellees from

Canals froze, roads and railways were impassable for weeks at a time.

the eastern parts of the former Reich and the German-occupied territo-

Coal, still in short supply, could not keep up with domestic demand,

ries, economic and social concerns dominated not only the political but

and many, not only the 7.5 million homeless – in post-war Germany, at

also the public debate in spring 1947. Hence, the political parties’ con-

least 3.8 million homes out of a stock of 19 million had been completely

cepts of social and economic policy increasingly came to the fore in the

destroyed and in the cities hit hardest by the bombing, losses in housing

run-up to the Landtag elections in North Rhine-Westphalia, Schleswig-

stock ran to 50 per cent11 – suffered from the extreme cold. Despite

Holstein and Lower Saxony on 20 April, and in Baden, Rhineland-Palati-

economic growth in the western zones, general industrial production

nate and Wuerttemberg-Hohenzollern on 18 May 1947. Whereas mainly

slumped to the level of the previous year during which it was merely

socio-political issues had dominated election campaigns in the previous

32 per cent of the output in 1938.

year, henceforth socio-economic issues generally displaced these. In

12

Steel Production fell back sharply by

40 per cent compared to the previous year, and agricultural food output

contrast to the Social Democrats advocating centralist macroeconomic

fell from 70 per cent in 1946 to 58 per cent of its pre-war level in 1947;13

planning and the nationalisation of core industries in order to overcome

a development attributable above all to the lack of transportation caused,

the economic and social misery of that time, the Christian Democrats

in part, by an exceptionally cold winter. The economy hit rock bottom,

competed with their vaguely defined concept of a Gemeinwirtschaft.

when lack of energy caused widespread industrial stoppages. But also

10

11
While both parties endorsed socialisa-

tions which were indeed about economic concerns but not (yet) about

tion, the CDU’s economic and socio-

economic concepts.

political programme adopted as

Source: ACDP

party platform and manifesto at the

Despite their mediocre performance in the local and Landtag elections,

third party convention of the CDU

the Social Democrats managed to attain the post of Prime Minister in

in the Westphalian town of Ahlen

five out of eleven Länder parliaments and additionally occupied eight

on 3 February set clear limits to

ministries of economics. Thus, the CDU and the CSU, which had both

collectivisation and governmental

arrived at a common economic programme, i.e. the Ahlener Programm,

control of the economy by maintain-

and committed themselves to a joint group in the first post-war legis-

ing private entrepreneurship. For the

lative parliament and progenitor of the German Bundestag, the Wirt-

time being, however, the Christian

schaftsrat (Economic Council), demanded the decisive post of the Direc-

Democrats did not venture further

tor of the Verwaltung für Wirtschaft (Administration for Economics).

economic reforms and, thus, the

In the Economic Council constituted in Frankfurt on 25 June 1947, the

public believed that it observed

20 representatives of the Union faced 20 delegates of the SPD and the

political parties competing towards

two different economic agendas of a socialist state-run economy and

the left.17 The dire consequences of

the more market-oriented Gemeinwirtschaft competed in an official and

the war were still too noticeable and

decision-making political body for the first time in post-war West Ger-

most people considered a state-controlled and planned economy neces-

many. Concerning the implementation and communication of any future

sary to cope with the misery that presented itself in spring 1947.

economic model, both parliamentary party groups attached great impor-

18

More-

over, many Germans still saw capitalism as largely responsible for the

tance to the Administration for Economics; after all, the administration

soulless materialism of the modern age and for the alienation of man

and its director were given both a media apparatus, with its own publica-

from his spiritual beliefs and from true religious values.

tions, such as Wirtschaftsverwaltung, and an exposed position due to
the influence on economic policy. Thus, when the Executive Directors –

Due to these realities, and considerations, the SPD was confident about

among them the key position of the Director of the Administration for

the outcome of both the upcoming state legislature elections and the

Economics – nominated for election by the Executive Committee were

petition for a referendum on the socialisation debate to be held in the

due for approval by the Economic Council, it came to a decisive confron-

British occupation zone on 20 April 1947. Nevertheless, the public opin-

tation between the two parliamentary groups on 22/24 July 1947. In

ion poll was dismissed and it was only in the elections in Lower Saxony

view of the fact that the SPD had already obtained the post of Prime

and Schleswig-Holstein that the Social Democrats had success. There,

Minister in five out of eleven Länder parliaments and further occupied

however, the SPD’s victory was not attributed to its programme for

eight ministries of economics, the CDU/CSU parliamentary group claimed

socialisation and a planned economy but mainly to the large number of

the position of the Director of the Administration for Economics in the

newly-arrived refugees, who made up nearly 40 per cent of the popula-

Economic Council. Having agreed on a candidate who was supposed to

tion and who saw in it their best hope for a redistribution of wealth as

be one hundred per cent in line with the Ahlener Programm, Adenauer

a means of compensation for their losses in the East.19 In all other four

called for closeness within the parliamentary group when it came to the

states, the Christian Democrats proved to be the most successful party;

final ballot. There, supported by the votes of the delegates of the Deut-

often by a clear margin, such as in Baden and Wuerttemberg-Hohen-

sche Partei (DP) and the Freie Demokratische Partei (FDP), the Union

zollern.20 Thus once more after the local and state legislature elections in

obtained the majority and Johannes Semler (CSU), nominated by CSU

1946, the newly established conservative party, whose ideological basis

party chairman Josef Müller,21 became Director of the Administration for

proved broad enough to integrate successfully the variety of political

Economics on 24 July 1947. When Semler had been dismissed due to his

positions to the right of Social Democracy, did surprisingly well in elec-

critical utterances concerning the American food supply by the military

12

13
authorities merely six months later, the then relatively unknown and

sociological approach of an economic humanism leading to a ‘Civitas

politically unaligned Ludwig Erhard22 was elected as his successor in the

Humana’,32 Müller-Armack pursued a ‘Social Humanism’ or ‘Social Iren-

plenary meeting of the Economic Council on 2 March 1948. The Union’s

ics’33 – the notion ‘irenics’ is derived from the Greek word Eiρήνη (eirene)

decision to approve the nomination of the then politically relatively

which means being conducive to or working toward peace, moderation

inexperienced Ludwig Erhard for this decisive post was arguably more

or conciliation – to overcome existing differences in society. Therefore,

influenced by party political considerations rather than by the preference

the Social Market Economy as an extension of neo-liberal thought was

for a particular regulatory policy. The parliamentary group had unani-

not a defined economic order but a holistic conception pursuing a com-

mously and repeatedly committed itself to the Ahlener Programm and

plete humanistic societal order as a synthesis of seemingly conflicting

did initially not intend to move from its part-liberal part-interventionist

objectives, namely economic freedom and social security.34 This socio-

economic policy and Gemeinwirtschaft to Erhard’s consequent liberalisa-

economic imperative actively managed by a strong state – in contrast to

tion of the economy23 and Sozialer Marktwirtschaft (Social Market Econo-

the ordo-liberal minimal state solely safeguarding the economic order35 –

my), which he introduced at the fourteenth plenary meeting of the Eco-

is often labelled by the ambiguous but historical term ‘Der Dritte Weg’

nomic Council on 21 April 1948.

(Third Way).36

F o r m a t i o n o f t h e S o c i al Ma r k e t Ec o n o m y b y

The concept of the Social Market Economy received fundamental im-

A l f r e d M ü ll e r - A r m ack

pulses from reflection and critique of historical economic and social

24

orders, namely Smithian laissez-faire liberalism on the one hand and
In order to return to economic liberalism after more than a decade of a

Marxian socialism on the other. Furthermore, various ‘Third Way’ con-

controlled economy, and in view of the absence of functioning market

ceptions prepared the ground for the socio-economic concept. Already

principles in the immediate post-war years, Walter Eucken’s and the

in the late nineteenth century, the Kathedersozialisten (Catheder Social-

Freiburg School’s ordo-liberal competitive order25 was further developed

ists), engaged in social reforms in the Verein für Socialpolitik, turned

by the Cologne School around the economist and anthropologist Alfred

away from pure liberalism to demand a purposive state policy designed

Müller-Armack who therefore coined the term ‘Soziale Marktwirtschaft’

to regulate economic life and advocated a middle course between anar-

in a publication in December 1946.

chic individualism, traditionalistic corporatism and bureaucratic etatism.37

26

Although it evolved from ordo-

liberalism, this concept was not identical with the conception of the

In the early twentieth century, the Frankfurt sociologist and economist

Freiburg School as it emphasised the state’s responsibility actively to

Franz Oppenheimer postulated a so-called ‘Liberal Socialism’, i.e. social-

improve the market condition and simultaneously to pursue a social

ism achieved via liberalism, as the pursuit of a societal order, in which

balance.27 In contrast to Eucken, who sought an answer to the social

economic self-interest preserves its power and persists in free competi-

question by establishing a functioning competitive order within a con-

tion.38 This desirable order of freedom and equality was labelled by a

stitutional framework, Müller-Armack conceived the Social Market Econo-

later programmatic publication entitled Weder so – noch so. Der dritte

my as a regulatory policy idea aiming to combine free enterprise with

Weg.39

a social programme that is underpinned by market economic performance.28 In putting social policy on a par with economic policy, Müller-

This position was widely shared by Oppenheimer’s doctoral student

Armack’s concept was more emphatic regarding socio-political aims than

and friend, Ludwig Erhard;40 although the latter displaced adjective and

the ordo-liberal economic concept. This dual principle was also to be

subject by promoting a ‘Social Liberalism’41 and never liked the expres-

found in the name of the model. Although the adjective ‘social’ was often

sion ‘Third Way’.42 In his opinion the term was tainted, reminding him too

criticised as a decorative fig leaf or conversely, a gateway for antiliberal

much about ideas of a mixed economy, somewhere between a market

interventionism,29 it meant more than simply distinguishing the concept

economy and central planning. He vehemently and consistently argued

from that of laissez-faire30 capitalism on the one side and of ordo-liberal

against the view that models were converging.43 Further, in contrast to

conceptions on the other.

Müller-Armack who emphasised the social aspect, for Erhard the Social

31

In drawing on Wilhelm Röpke’s anthropo-

14

15
Market Economy was always first and foremost a market economic

Economic Council on 17/18 June, he summarily enforced the law that

system.44 By proclaiming ‘the freer an economy is, the more social it is,’45

abolished virtually all rationing and lifted price controls enabling a neces-

Ludwig Erhard was rather inclined to Walter Eucken’s ordo-liberal com-

sary financial reorganisation – without a reform of the German curren-

petitive market order.46 Although he even considered himself an ordo-

cy, the successful integration of the Bizone into the European Recovery

liberal,47 Erhard based his economic conception neither on Eucken nor

Programme (ERP) was challenged; furthermore, it was essential to re-

on Müller-Armack. In fact, his doctoral supervisor Franz Oppenheimer

move a domestic inflationary glut of money of estimated 300 billion

and especially Wilhelm Röpke, like Erhard a student of Oppenheimer,

Reichsmark (RM) whilst there was a scarcity of food and goods. It was

was his source of inspiration.

an astonishingly bold manoeuvre, the more so given that a great deal

48

Erhard perceived Röpke’s books as works

of revelation49 and considered the economist a brother in spirit.50 Increas-

of it had been done without the prior consultation and agreement of the

ingly, however, Erhard referred to Müller-Armack, whom he met after

military governors. The French and the British officials were aghast and

some contact for the first time at the latter’s residence in Vreden (Müns-

furious. The Americans were nervous. The following day, the United

terland) in 1940 and by whom he was strongly impressed most of all

States’ Military Governor, General Lucius D. Clay, who was rather an

not as a theorist, but instead as one who wanted to transfer theory into

administrator than a soldier which certainly influenced his approaches

practice,51 and his concept of the Social Market Economy.

that generally proved to be beneficial for Germany, confronted Erhard
on his decision to alter the rationing regulations in view of the fact that

I m pl e m e n t a t i o n o f t h e S o c i al Ma r k e t Ec o n o m y

all his advisors were opposed to this move which they considered a

b y L u dw i g E r h a r d

terrible mistake. To Clay’s surprise, the Director of the Administration
for Economics responded without hesitation: ‘Herr General, I did not

In order to implement this viable economic path between the Scylla of

alter the rationing regulations, I abolished them! [...] Pay no attention

an untamed pure laissez-faire capitalism and the Charybdis of a collectiv-

to your advisors, mine tell me the same thing.’54 Clay seemed impressed

ist planned economy but equally holistic and democratic social order,

by this attitude and realised that stopping the dynamic won by Erhard’s

Erhard aimed to win over both the political elite and the broad public.

decision would have been the wrong move.55 Hence, a dismissal of the

After delivering his convincing economic policy statement at the four-

head of the Administration for Economics was out of question and even-

teenth plenary meeting of the Economic Council on 21 April 1948, he

tually the Allied military authorities approved the Leitsätze-Gesetz.56

not only won the parliamentary group of the CDU/CSU but also the
majority of party members of the CDU in the British zone of occupation

However, Erhard’s economic liberalisation met with incomprehension

over to his socio-economic conception. Although there was no unanimous

among politicians and the public alike. Even the sections of the press,

applause, the conservatives and also the Liberal Democrats widely wel-

that had supported Erhard’s neo-liberal approach, were largely sceptical

comed the transition to a more market-oriented economy.

about his intention to abandon rationing and about market economic

52

After Ludwig

Erhard also succeeded in convincing the Christian Socialists and worker

measures in general.57 The economist and journalist of Die Zeit, Marion

representatives of his both market and social economic model, the CDU’s

Dönhoff remarked: ‘If Germany was not ruined yet, this man with his

change of policy from the ideological, Christian anti-materialism reflected

absurd plan to abandon all rationing will manage to do so. […] After

in the Ahlener Programm with its Gemeinwirtschaft to a more pragmatic

Hitler, and the fragmentation of Germany, this would be a third catastro-

materialism based on the Social Market Economy became noticeable in

phe!’58 This statement was quite representative of the prevailing German

the party’s principles of economic policy.

sentiment in spring 1948. The public was not optimistic about a return

53

to a market economy – it simply seemed unrealistic and inconceivable
The Director for Economics also proved the ability to assert himself

in times of prevalent destitution and the absence of market mechanisms.

in parliament and in politics in general. After Erhard’s Gesetz über Leit-

The grey market, the trading of commodity through unofficial and un-

sätze für die Bewirtschaftung und Preispolitik nach der Geldreform, the

authorised distribution channels, the black market and the so-called

so-called ‘Leitsätze-Gesetz’ (Guiding Principle Law) was passed by the

‘Ruinenkriminialität’ (ruin crime rate) prospered. In post-war Germany,

16

17
money had long since ceased to function in any ordinary sense of the

tive Committee, Hermann Pünder, and the president of the Economic

word; cigarettes were one accepted medium of exchange. Firms and

Council, Erich Köhler. The ‘First Law for Monetary Reform (Currency Law)’

individuals resorted to illegal barter and to complicated compensation

established the Deutsche Mark (DM) as the only legal currency valid

deals, often involving arduously worked out chains of bilateral trade to

from Monday 21 June and allocated every inhabitant in exchange for old

finally get hold of scarce commodities. Both the need to have a sufficient

currency of the same nominal amount a maximum of 60 DM of which

supply of commodities at hand for bartering and the general Flucht in

not more than 40 DM were paid in cash immediately and the remainder

Sachwerte (flight into physical assets) as the only reliable store of value

within two months.61 The old Reichsmark was to be surrendered at

resulted in a large-scale hoarding of raw materials and semi-finished

specific institutions, primarily banks and Sparkassen. The ‘Second Law

products. The official money had not only lost its value via inflation but

for Monetary Reform (Issue Law)’ outlined the terms of reference of the

also via a spreading reluctance to accept it as a medium of exchange.

Bank Deutscher Länder, the newly formed central bank for the three

In this situation, various German individuals and organisations put forth

western zones of occupation, and established reserve requirements for

petitions but also proposals for reform of both finances and currency.59

the Landeszentralbanken (Federal State Central Banks).

For many Germans the cry for monetary reform and the demand for
a ‘new currency’ had even become a sort of obsession. In a climate

Thus, after these laws came into

of indubitable and growing malaise, they saw in the new currency the

effect and people received their

arcanum with which to cure all their ills and evils.

Kopfgeld (bounty) of 40 DM, which
corresponded to almost a week’s

With rumours that the old money was shortly to go, there was frenzied

pay of a skilled worker, to many in

buying to get rid of potentially worthless currency. By May prices had

West Germany, the situation on

fallen but were on rising again shortly afterwards as the new money

Monday 21 June when public trading

did not come. At the beginning of June, for instance, a pound of coffee

resumed and the black market disap-

cost 2,400 RM. These developments increasingly reminded many of the

peared seemed surreal and fairytale-

traumatic hyperinflation of 1923 in which countless Germans lost both

like. The shops presented full dis-

their savings and the faith in government. Awaited and feared in equal
measure, the upcoming currency reform at first led to a state of disconcertment. In some regions the churches offered special services and

plays of goods held back for days
Source: ACDP

and weeks in anticipation (similarly,
manufacturers had built up stocks

prayers to help people cope with the volatile climate which permeated

of semi-finished goods and raw materials) and the Germans were often

Germany; there were even fears of suicide attempts.60 The days preced-

literally ‘drunk’ with the opportunities the new Deutsche Mark gave

ing the currency reform, people gathered in the streets and in front of

them.62 One contemporary described: ‘The shop windows were bursting

shops, which were often closed for the most spurious of reasons; busi-

with long-missed products; relatively low prices and a flexible handling

ness claimed to be out of stock or on company holidays or to be inven-

of rationing instructions [...] lured the consumer and opened the money-

tory-checking. The discussions centred primarily around one question:

bags.’63 While one day apathy was mirrored on German faces, on the next

what to do with the old currency? Some suggested depositing the old

a whole nation looked hopefully into the future.64

Reichsmark in the bank, others made investments. Panic and confusion
were considerable. Many carried out last-minute transactions and bought

The initial euphoria in West Germany was subdued when the Soviet

panic-proof tangible goods.

Union countered with the introduction of its own currency in the eastern
zone on 23 June and blockaded entry into West Berlin the following

Finally, on Friday 18 June, the first two laws for the implementation of

day leading to the feared definite division of Germany. It eventually

the long expected currency reform on Sunday 20 June were promulgated

came to a sudden end with the proclamation of the ‘Third Law for

by the three western Military Governments, the Chairman of the Execu-

Monetary Reform (Conversion Law)’ that was announced later the week
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on 26 June. It stated that the old currency credit balances [...] shall

the reform more optimistic, while 22 per cent were undecided and 24 per

be converted so that the owner is credited with one Deutsche Mark

cent remained sceptical and pessimistic.69 However, these opinion polls

for every ten Reichsmark. Of this, one half shall be credited to a free

also revealed that the majority (79 per cent) considered the currency

Deutsche Mark account (Freikonto) and the other half to a blocked […]

reform unfair and inconsiderate because it was seen to privilege certain

account (Festkonto).65

sectors of society; for example, 62 per cent felt that mainly businesses
benefited.70 These results were widely confirmed by a survey commis-

These regulations, which eventually formed the so-called ‘Festkonten-

sioned by the United States’ Office of Military Government for Germany

gesetz’ (Fixed Account Law) issued later on 7 October, determined that

(OMGUS) in July 1948 in which the currency reform received hearty

saving deposits were reduced to just 10 per cent of the original nominal

approval in the American zone of occupation. Nine in ten termed the

value and half the deposit was frozen for a fixed period, after which

reform drastic but necessary to jolt the economy back to life, and over

70 per cent of that nominal sum was again taken away on the release

half (53 per cent) thought it should have taken place earlier. It tended

date. Thus all savings were actually not converted at a ratio of 10:1,

to create an optimistic mood: 54 per cent expected the new currency to

a rate originally envisaged in the Colm-Dodge-Goldsmith Plan of April

retain its value, 58 per cent believed that they would get along better

1946,66 but proportionately 10:0.65. Consequently, for 100 RM one

during the coming year because of the reform. Even so, dissatisfaction

merely received 6.50 DM.67 This currency devaluation annihilated mas-

increasingly pervaded society, particularly small savers who felt disad-

sive private wealth, yet left wealth in estate and production unaffected.

vantaged compared to proprietors.71 Although worries over the avail-

Whereas debtors benefited, the accounts of savers were diminished and

ability of basic necessities tended to decrease after the currency reform

many lost their savings – though it is estimated that 28 per cent of the

to nearly manageable proportions, anxiety over the means of obtaining

adult population at that time had no bank accounts and that another

them skyrocketed. By midsummer, for instance, half of the population

quarter of the population had less than 2,000 RM in bank and savings

in the American zone (48 per cent) said that they had no means of

accounts.68

livelihood, and by August this figure had risen to 59 per cent.72 Furthermore, while in June 78 per cent of the people in West Germany did not

In addition to the currency reform which involved both the substitution

fear unemployment against 14 per cent who did,73 by August of that year,

of the Reichsmark by the Deutsche Mark and the sterilisation of the

77 per cent expected – correctly, as it turned out – that the currency

excessive money supply, people had to cope with rising prices as a

reform would lead to greater unemployment.74 In fact, the unemploy-

consequence of the enormous demand and relatively low production.

ment rate increased from 3.2 per cent in June to 12.2 per cent in Decem-

After the Economic Council had adopted Ludwig Erhard’s draft for the

ber 1948.75 Whereas many enjoyed the benefits of the currency reform,

Guiding Principle Law cancelling existing economic controls at the same

more and more Germans did not and became mere onlookers of eco-

time to currency reform on 18 June, price ceilings were maintained only

nomic life. Many felt betrayed by the Economic Council and their repre-

for a limited number of essential foods, rents and some basic materials,

sentatives. After living expenses further increased by up to 200 per cent

such as coal and steel; clothing and footwear were freed of controls but

and simultaneously a general pay freeze had been imposed, confronta-

subject to rationing.

tions between employees and employers grew and lawsuits in labour
courts proliferated. Public discord also became occasionally visible in the

On the basis of – justifiable – uncertainty in regard to public reception

harassment of shopkeepers and merchants; protests on occasion turned

of the consequences of the currency reform which made clear the di-

into riots in various cities.

chotomy between market economy and planned economy, Erhard commissioned the Institut für Demoskopie (IfD) to assess public opinion in

The people blamed mainly Ludwig Erhard for this misery and economic

two surveys in June and July 1948. These showed that 71 per cent and

inequality. Eventually, to him as former Chairman of the Special Bureau

74 per cent respectively welcomed the currency reform. Furthermore,

for Money and Credit and Director of the Administration for Economics in

44 per cent of the interviewees considered the future of Germany after

the Bizonal Economic Council, were assigned both the task to prepare the
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currency reform (though the scheme was actually devised by the West-

and also the voter participation – differed only marginally from the

ern Allies, and German involvement was restricted to the subordinate

previous ones or even remained exactly the same as in North Rhine-

task of drafting the laws and regulations) and that of cancelling existing

Westphalia. Solely in Rhineland-Palatinate was there a shift in the rela-

economic controls. The Wirtschaftsdiktator (economic dictator) as Erhard

tive strength in favour of the SPD whereas the CDU won even more

was then often named became one of the most unpopular politicians,76

votes in other states, such as Lower Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein or

and his economic programme of a Social Market Economy seemed to

Wuerttemberg-Hohenzollern. Whereas votes in local elections generally

have failed. Multiple protest rallies of thousands of unionised workers

offer limited evidence of the popularity of regional or federal policies,

and civil servants took place and various unions led by the Chairman of

it is safe to infer that the Union benefited from the SPD’s inability to

the Federation of German Trade Unions, Hans Böckler, criticised in par-

take advantage of the situation and to provide both a viable alternative

ticular the pricing policy and the pay freeze.77 The majority of the public

to the CDU’s socially acceptable market economy and a leading personal-

(between 81 and 94 per cent depending on the merchandise in question)

ity able to confront the charismatic Ludwig Erhard.

considered prices far too high, and consequently 70 per cent favoured a
return to price control.78 Thus, Erhard was vehemently criticised for his

Nonetheless, in late autumn 1948, Erhard’s popularity was under consid-

timing of economic liberalisation within the CDU/CSU79 and even within

erable strain at both elite and mass level among the public.88 In this

his circle of (political) friends as he remarked at a later stage: ‘It was

situation, Konrad Adenauer, who was initially sceptical about Erhard and

worse that even good friends should have gone so wrong as to think

his concept,89 backed the new Director of the Administration for Econom-

that my economic policy would land Germany in disaster.’80

ics and his procedure, both of which were also controversial within the
CDU,90 and praised the Social Market Economy as a turn away from

After increasing explicit criticism on the part of the political left and

collectivism to the valuation of the individual and the person.91 At the

right,

same time, he urged Erhard and leading party members in the Economic

81

various organisations, such as the Deutscher Rentnerbund

(Union of Retired Persons), the Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft selbständiger

Council to take action against unpopular price rises and unemployment.92

Ingenieure (Economic Community of Self-Employed Engineers), the

Thereupon, the Administration for Economics responded to former pleas

Verband der Versicherungsunternehmen (Association of Insurance Com-

on the part of officials and the public for frequent information about

panies) or the Reichsbund der Körperbeschädigten, Sozialrentner und

the administration’s activities93 though mainly by urging the media to

Hinterbliebenen (Federation of the Maimed, Retired and Bereaved),

be more supportive and the people to show more respect for the Frank-

numerous municipal councils and mayors,82 but also individuals who

furt achievements.94 Nevertheless, periodical price comparison lists

considered the introduction of a market economy at that stage most

were issued in order to inform consumers. In addition, the Gesetz gegen

antisocial,83 the CDU/CSU ran indeed the risk of losing votes at large in

Preistreiberei which enabled the prosecution of the forcing up of prices

the upcoming local elections taking place in seven out of thirteen Länder

was passed by the Economic Council on 7 October and the so-called

in late autumn 1948. Increasingly, the SPD, which had already unsuc-

‘Jedermann-Programm’ which provided reasonably priced and specifically

cessfully submitted a motion of no confidence against the Director of

marked goods to the people was started in November 1948. While the

the Administration for Economics on 17 August 1948, seemed to be right

majority of the Germans welcomed these actions (the Jedermann-Pro-

after all and its party chairman, Kurt Schumacher, was perceived as the

gramm in particular was embraced by 71 per cent of the respondents),95

most competent politician at that time.84 Despite the public’s criticism

all these measures had mixed success because they were limited in

of Erhard’s economic policy and the prevalent unpopularity of the Eco-

range and merely aimed at appeasing the public.

nomic Council,85 considered to be unable to correct the disparity between
wages and price level,86 against expectations, the majority of the Ger-

In fact, an increasing number of people threatened by destitution and

mans (65 per cent) did not intend to alter their voting behaviour after

unemployment showed their resentment. Spontaneous strikes and frantic

the currency reform; only 4 per cent stated that they would vote differ-

demonstrations took place. Alarmed and worried by this anarchy, the

ently in the next elections.

Federation of German Trade Unions led by the labour union official Hans

87

And indeed, the respective election results –
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Böckler requested a ‘sensible government control of the economy’96 and

the collaboration within the party

eventually called for a general strike to be held on Friday 12 November

and with the media remained un-

1948.

satisfactory.104 Numerous petitions

97

While 9.2 million out of 11.7 million workers and employees in

the Bizone followed the appeal in protest against the rising prices, and

and complaints on the part of various

for economic democracy and socialisation,98 many of the strikers per-

politicians, newspapers – including

ceived the work stoppage, deliberately called by Böckler for a Friday in

papers associated to the Union –

order to avoid further non-productive time, as a half-hearted holiday

and interest groups document

or warning strike that would be ineffective at daunting Ludwig Erhard.

this state of affairs for which also

Nonetheless, the general strike and the SPD’s second – unsuccessful

Konrad Adenauer could be blamed

though – motion of no confidence against the Director of the Administra-

for.105 Despite his constant concern

tion for Economics in November 1948 marked the climax of public and

with public relations106 and the great

political criticism.

importance he attached to the campaign for the local elections in 1948,

In view of the worsened public sentiment and the imminent communal

which he considered to be an indica-

and local elections in North Rhine-Westphalia, Schleswig-Holstein, Baden,

tor of public opinion regarding eco-

Rhineland-Palatinate, Wuerttemberg-Hohenzollern, Lower Saxony and

nomic policy and a prelude to the

Berlin in autumn 1948, Konrad Adenauer in particular was concerned

Bundestag elections in the subse-

with the implications of the actions taken by the Administration for

quent year,107 the party chairman kept a reserved attitude towards jour-

Economics for election results, and so criticised the insensitivity of the

nalists after the harmful negative press that he received when he was

parliamentary group and its economic policy which triggered the drastic

mayor of Cologne in 1933.108 Although this attitude slightly changed in

rise in prices immediately prior to the elections.

1946 when the party chairman cultivated close contacts with various
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Anticipating the elec-

Source: ACDP

tion campaign of the SPD to attack Erhard’s economic policy, Adenauer

journalists, editors and correspondents, the relations to some papers and

prompted the party and parliamentary group to point out the achieve-

their publishers, such as the Rheinische Post edited by Anton Betz and

ments of the latter which consequently became subject to political com-

the Kölnische Rundschau edited by Reinhold Heinen, remained poor due

munication.100 However, the CDU did not yet apply the notion ‘Soziale

to Adenauer’s criticism on their reporting. Nevertheless, the percentage

Marktwirtschaft’ to its election campaign. Instead and contrary to Er-

of votes for the CDU in the communal and local elections in autumn 1948

hard’s view who tried to avoid the dualism of control versus market

increased in comparison to the Landtag elections in 1947.109

economy by arguing that such an antithesis was obsolete and a synthesis
provided the better option, the party campaigned with the polarising

In order to attain more cohesion within the party and thus a more coher-

slogan of ‘Free Market Economy versus Controlled Economy’101 which had

ent communication in the federal elections in August 1949, which in turn

the effect of contrasting freedom with control, alluding to the inglorious

required a national consistent manifesto of CDU and CSU, both party

years of NS dictatorship. However, it also meant that the CDU continu-

chairmen, Konrad Adenauer and Josef Müller, supported the establish-

ously had to clarify it did not opt for free capitalism but a socially ori-

ment of a coordinating committee in October 1948.110 This panel headed

ented, regulated market economy. Thus the election campaign required

by the Christian Democrat Franz Etzel, was assigned the task to formu-

a coordinated cooperation between parliamentary group and party as

late a common socio-political and economic concept for all three zones

well as a coherent communication to the press and the public. Although

of occupation. Moreover, this programmatic statement by the Union

Adenauer was committed in this regard102 and affirmed Erhard’s earlier

parties was also meant to serve as guiding principle for the party repre-

appeal to the parliamentary group to cooperate with the press in order

sentation in the Economic Council and the delegates in the Administration

to ensure an adequate reporting about the Union’s economic programme

for Economics as well as manifesto for the election campaign; ultimately,

and policy, for instance by hosting frequent press conferences,

it was the party which had to direct and represent the economic policy in

103

both
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politics and to the public while the administration in Frankfurt was solely

economy [...] but also in opposition to the so-called “free market econo-

responsible for its implementation – however, both were accountable for

my” of liberal coinage.117

the communication of economic policy.
In this context and in order to convince the party of the concept of the
Social Market Economy, Adenauer invited Erhard to present his views
to the executive committee of the CDU in the British zone of occupation
in Königswinter on 24/25 February 1949.111 Erhard’s speech supposedly
resonated a great deal among the zonal committee, which reaffirmed
Adenauer’s belief that the CDU should build its economic policies upon
Erhard’s principles. Only a month later, the zonal economic committee,
which at Erhard’s suggestion was complemented by a supra-zonal
committee to formulate principles for the upcoming federal elections,112
submitted a concept which was not only based on the Director for Economics’ neo-liberal and social agenda, but explicitly advocated the Social
Market Economy.113 In view of the stagnating prices and the necessity to
use a convincing economic manifesto, which emphasised the distinctions
between the Union and its political opponent, the concept of the Social
Market Economy prevailed within the CDU albeit with objections from
the Christian Socialists and worker representatives who adhered to the
Ahlener Programm.114 After the CSU also expressed its commitment to

Source: Krause, H.; Reif, K. (eds.), Geschichte in Quellen – Die Welt seit 1945,
Bayerischer Schulbuch-Verlag, Munich 1980, S. 141.

a market economy with social balance, and the Bavarian Minister for
Economic Affairs, Hanns Seidel, advocated Erhard’s liberal and social

Accordingly, the Social Market Economy was not an alternative to the

economic model at the CSU’s party convention in Straubing in May

Gemeinwirtschaft of the Ahlener Programm but rather an advancement

1949,115 the economic principles elaborated by the CDU/CSU’s Working

on it: on the basis of the Christian-humanistic values of solidarity and

Committee centred the Social Market Economy.116 Finally, these principles

equality in a mutually supportive society, henceforth a liberal meritocracy

were adopted as party platform and manifesto for the upcoming federal

and an economic democracy were pursued.118 The realisation and success

elections at the CDU’s party conference in Düsseldorf on 15 July 1949.

of these, however, were considered to be contingent on the confidence

In contrast to the Ahlener Programm, these so-called ‘Düsseldorfer

and active participation of all tiers of the society. Only if the Social Mar-

Leitsätze’ not only provided an attractive slogan to reach consensus

ket Economy were borne by the political will of the entire citizenry, would

within the party and to win public consent, but the principles also pre-

it be possible to construct an economy that was both free and simulta-

cisely defined the underlying economic concept:

neously social. Thus the election campaign for the federal elections on
14 August 1949 was not only about canvassing in order to ensure the

The “Social Market Economy” was taken as a basis for the German

continuance of the CDU/CSU as constitutive government, but also about

economic policy. [... It] is the socially limited constitution of the com-

promoting the Social Market Economy in order to realise a new economic

mercial economy in which the effort of free and proficient people is

and social system.

accommodated by an order generating a maximum of economic benefit
and social justice for all. This order is achieved by freedom and commit-

To this end, and to coordinate propaganda throughout West Germany,

ment expressed [...] by real competition in performance [...]. The Social

a special central propaganda committee was established and alongside

Market Economy is in sharp contrast to the system of the command

it also a number of subcommittees, such as the Wahlrechtsausschuss
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(electoral law committee), or the so-called Arithmetiker Ausschuss

of issues such as culture, refugees or the restoration of German unity,124

(Arithmetic Committee), entrusted with providing demographic statistics

most of the propaganda committee’s posters and pamphlets concentrated

and compiling data on previous state and local elections were created.

on economic issues. These mass communication media – for the 1949

This election campaign committee was assigned the task to ‘initiate the

election campaign the central committee produced around 1.7 million

measures which prove necessary in light of the election for the coordina-

posters, and several hundred thousand broadsheets were reproduced

tion of the party interests, including the inter-connected organisation,

by the regional organisations – were also seen as the most uniform sort

propaganda, and press duties.’119 On 5 March 1949, this central commit-

of propaganda that the party employed, with the press and propaganda

tee which planned the party’s overall campaign strategy and scheduled

committee producing the same posters and leaflets for use throughout

nationwide speakers was complemented by a press and propaganda

West Germany, thereby creating a unified and coherent party image

committee which supplied posters, leaflets, brochures, and other cam-

that transcended local interests. In presenting themselves as a political

paign material to regional and district party organisations, including the

union with a determination to construct a social and equally free German

Bavarian CSU, for which it often simply replaced ‘CDU’ with ‘CSU’ on the

economy and community, the CDU/CSU encouraged the notion that it

display.

was the more competent and responsible party to safeguard West Germans from the threats from within, such as economic hardship, as well

Perhaps the most important source of information provided by the central

as from outside, namely the ever present Asiatic, Bolshevik threat.

party leadership was its internal party handout Union im Wahlkampf

This image of a politically strong and economically successful Union was

(Union Party in Election Campaign) with a circulation of up to 25,000.

cultivated by a variety of political posters and leaflets; most emphatically

These papers detailed election information and speaker notes for the

perhaps in the poster series 1947-1949 which sharply contrasted the dire

party organisers at the regional and district level. Central to this national

conditions from the immediate post-war years to the improved situation

campaign, driven mainly by Konrad Adenauer and the CDU of the British

of 1949.125

zone, were Ludwig Erhard and his economic policy.
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In transforming

that policy into effective propaganda, Adenauer urged the press and

While the CDU/CSU propaganda did not appeal to potential voters in

propaganda committee to avoid any technical jargon regarding the

terms of their class or profession but instead played on widely held

intricacies of economics, stressing, ‘one must speak simply to the public,

perceptions that all in society had suffered equally in the post-1945

not too much, with a few thoughts and large ideas simply represented.’121

rubble economy and secondly that the monetary reform had alleviated

Thus the polarising slogan ‘Social Market Economy or Socialisation and

class differences, it was nonetheless deliberately directed towards refu-

Controlled Economy?’ was to become the all-dominant question in the

gees and women. By evoking an antimaterialist, social and humanist

election campaign of summer 1949.122 While the CDU/CSU had chosen a

West German society achieved through economic reconstruction, the

number of different and contrasting central themes in the immediately

CDU/CSU attempted to attract these specific groups which the party

preceding years – Christian Socialism had been central to the campaigns

leadership sensed to be crucial for electoral success simply because of

in 1946, the concept of a Gemeinwirtschaft for the Landtag elections in

their proportions in society at that time – whereas newly-arrived refu-

1947, and free enterprise and a market economy in 1948 – henceforth,

gees made up nearly 40 per cent of the population in some Länder such

they centred the Social Market Economy and referred to Ludwig Erhard’s

as Bavaria, Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein, 55 per cent of all

success record.

eligible voters in post-war West Germany were women.126

Along with the Union im Wahlkampf that introduced Erhard as an eco-

As Ludwig Erhard’s programme of a Social Market Economy together

nomic expert and stressed his instrumental role in the rebirth of Ger-

with his personal powers of mass advocacy brought the CDU/CSU great

many to rank-and-file party activists,123 political posters and leaflets were

political credit, over time there was not only a fundamental change with-

the chosen means to disseminate the ideas of the Social Market Economy

in the party’s economic thinking but also – often overlooked – a shift in

to the electorate. Although these publications indeed addressed a variety

principal actor, namely from Adenauer to Erhard. After defending his
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concept of the Social Market Economy during the second party conven-

The election results and nationwide surveys at that time affirmed the

tion of the CDU in the British zone of occupation in Recklinghausen on

then general pro-market trend in public opinion. Whereas in 1947 a

28/29 August 1948, Ludwig Erhard gradually became the dominant

majority among the German people had wanted for macroeconomic

figure in the debate on economic policy. In fact, the party chairman,

planning and nationalisation, by mid 1949 this opinion was largely

Konrad Adenauer, seldom participated in the meetings of the CDU/CSU

changed.130 In this development, the poor social and economic perform-

caucuses in the Economic Council and left the economic field mainly

ance of the communist Soviet regime – a lesson which millions of Ger-

wide open to his Director of the Administration for Economics in the

mans learned from first-hand experience during their uninvited visits

Economic Council. In the light of their increased public prominence, on

to Soviet territory – and the negative headlines about the failed nation-

federal polling day in the entire Trizone on 14 August 1949 the electorate

alisation attempts of the then British Labour Government as well as

was called to cast a vote not only between a controlled economy and a

the hostility of the American authorities to socialist experiments and the

Social Market Economy but also between Kurt Schumacher and Ludwig

founding of the Federal Republic under the leadership of a bourgeois

Erhard.127 Irrespective of the outcome of the elections, it was Erhard who

coalition government all militated against socialisation and a socialist

succeeded in transferring the abstract, theoretical ideas of the Social

economic democracy. The widespread anti-capitalist and pro-socialist

Market Economy as an economic and social order into both the political

rhetoric of the immediate post-war period indeed created a mood for

and public realm.

the radical socialisation of both the economy and society, but, at the
same time, the National Socialists’ even more massive and destructive

Eventually, on Sunday 14 August 1949, around 31 million Germans were

concentration and misuse of state power had instilled in Germans a

called to cast a vote for the first German Bundestag and to decide be-

comparably great fear of such power; post-war Germans of all major

tween a controlled economy and a Social Market Economy. Of those

political persuasions feared any kind of concentration of power, whether

eligible to vote 25 million actually went to the ballot boxes often set up in

in the hands of large, monopolistic industries or the government. Even

restaurants and public houses; only the citizens of West-Berlin were not

the fact that, in contrast to the Union parties, the SPD lacked an eco-

allowed to vote, though they were indirectly represented in the federal

nomic concept and instead merely advocated socialisation and centralist

parliament by 20 non-voting delegates. Thus, contrary to the Allies’

economic planning both complicated the parliamentary work of the

apprehensions for a democratic Germany, 78.5 per cent of the eligible

party in the Economic Council and gave their political opponents the

voters exercised their right to vote, which was interpreted as clear com-

opportunity to present them as pursuing a command economy similar

mitment to democracy. Asked why they voted, the largest number (27

to the one of the former hated totalitarian regime, did not decidedly

per cent) responded that it was their duty, 18 per cent hoped to defeat

swing the decision in favour of the CDU/CSU. Eventually, the electorate

communism, an equally large percentage expressed partisan reasons

made its decision contingent on the satisfaction of its practical needs

(voting for or against a particular party), and 14 per cent hoped to

rather than on any particular theoretical economic system; in fact, most

achieve better conditions.128 Out of the 19 political parties available for

were relatively ignorant with only 12 per cent of respondents able to

elections, 11 were finally elected to parliament (the hurdle that a party

correctly identify the Social Market Economy.131 The advantage of the

had to poll at least 5 per cent of the votes to be seated in parliament

CDU and the CSU lay precisely in the fact that they were quasi-governing

applied then only to Länder parliaments). Although the SPD, gaining

across the Bizone.

29.12 per cent of the votes, turned out to be the most successful single
party, the CDU/CSU combined attracted 424,109 more votes, totalling

Whereas the SPD had acquired the post of Prime Minister in five out of

31 per cent, and 139 mandates compared to 131 for the Social Demo-

eleven Länder parliaments and had additionally occupied eight ministries

crats. Konrad Adenauer interpreted this victory by a slim majority as

of economics, it left the key position within the Bizonal Economic Council

clear support for the CDU/CSU and their concept of the Social Market

with regard to economic policy, i.e. the post of the Director of the Admin-

Economy.129

istration for Economics, to the Union parties. This fateful decision was
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unambiguously attributed to the leader of the SPD, Kurt Schumacher,

policy. Whereas the latter could legitimately claim credit for a construc-

who considered both the Economic Council and its Administration for

tive approach leading to economic recovery, the aggressive class struggle

Economics in Frankfurt as mere provisional institutions and not as deci-

polemic of the leader of the German Social Democratic Party was

sive political instruments. But the latter is exactly what they were: both

increasingly perceived as obstructive to the growing prosperity.135 Thus

the quasi-parliament and the ministry-like Verwaltung für Wirtschaft in

Kurt Schumacher forfeited public favour – whereas in October 1948 he

particular were in fact not only administering but also determining

had been regarded as the most competent politician, by March of the

and ultimately implementing economic policy. This in turn enabled the

following year, the public preferred Konrad Adenauer136 – and the SPD

CDU/CSU adequately to communicate their socio-political and economic

lost votes among its former natural supporters. At the same time, the

ideas to both the party base and the general public. In aligning their

CDU/CSU increased their share of votes among their target groups,

campaigns themed ‘the economy is our fate’ and in relentlessly promot-

namely refugees who had mainly voted for the SPD in previous elec-

ing their economic concept, Alfred Müller-Armack, Konrad Adenauer,

tions, and women who would have realised the economic improvement

and Ludwig Erhard, in particular, created increasing confidence in eco-

soonest. Indeed, the CDU/CSU was increasingly identified with the eco-

nomic liberalisation as the means to a Social Market Economy. After the

nomic and social recovery which assured many Germans to vote for

economic and monetary reforms eventually turned out to be widely

the union parties, but the Union also fought more deeply for the public

successful, the population was not only more open to liberal economic

acceptance of its economic model in the battle to choose such a model

arguments132 but the CDU/CSU even acquired a governmental or incum-

for post-war West Germany. In abstaining from issuing merely dogmatic,

bency bonus and its socio-economic programme was increasingly seen

ideological programme statements that appealed to the party’s most

as progressive and appealing economic and social policy. Erhard’s man-

faithful members and a narrow segment of society, the CDU/CSU rather

ner spread optimism, and more and more people relied upon the Chris-

formed and projected a party image that effectively attracted votes from

tian Union to improve both their material and psychological situation in

varied sociological groups.

the post-war years. Eventually, a prevailing mood of confidence in economic recovery characterised the months before the federal elections of

After a relatively successful campaign

August 1949.133

in the run-up to the federal elections
dominated by economic policy,

Nonetheless, to some socialism and economic planning still presented

the political parties which had cam-

a magnetic attraction. In a public opinion survey conducted by the For-

paigned for a common socio-political

schungsstelle für Volkspsychologie, a research centre to assess the

and economic programme, namely

condition of the German people, many respondents still considered the

the CDU, the CSU, and the FDP,

SPD to have the better political and economic programme for a prosper-

formed a bourgeois coalition to serve

ous post-war Germany.134 Assured in his pursuit of a socialist controlled

as West Germany’s first democrati-

economy, Kurt Schumacher continued to proclaim socialisation and

cally elected federal government.

macroeconomic planning despite widespread misgivings among the

Given a favourable party ratio with

public and the apparently improved economic conditions. The confrontation of two opposed economic concepts and ideologies led to a hard-

Source: ACDP

the help of the DP, which had received 4 per cent of the votes cor-

fought election campaign. In both the political as well as in the public

responding to 17 mandates, and also due to fundamental ideological

arena, the two people’s parties competed for support for their pro-

differences, an alliance with the SPD was not seriously considered.137

grammes. Once the Union parties occupied the field of socially oriented

By a majority of a single vote (202 out of 402 seats), namely his own,

economic competence, it became difficult for the SPD to respond

Konrad Adenauer (CDU) was eventually invested as Chancellor on

adequately. Instead of providing a viable economic alternative, Schu-

15 September, Franz Blücher (FDP) becoming Vice-Chancellor. Kurt

macher lapsed into anchorless destructive criticism of Erhard’s economic

Schumacher, who furthermore had just lost against Theodor Heuss (FDP)
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in the poll to be the first President of the Federal Republic, then chaired

allowing for more state intervention and regulation similar to the immedi-

the SPD parliamentary group in the Bundestag, which convened for the

ate post-war years or the current financial and economic crises. Although

first time on 7 September 1949. The Social Market Economy’s strongest

it is therefore often viewed as a mélange of economic and socio-political

proponent, Ludwig Erhard, was appointed Minister for Economic Affairs

ideas rather than a precisely outlined theoretical order, the compatibility

and Alfred Müller-Armack later became the ministry’s head of the Policy

of its established core principles and its adjustable framework are time-

Principles Directorate.

less as well as topical providing both stability and flexibility in times
of great uncertainty. Similarly to the tough times during its conceptual

R e t r o sp e c t a n d P r o sp e c t o f t h e S o c i al Ma r k e t

formation by Alfred Müller-Armack and its political implementation by

Ec o n o m y

Ludwig Erhard in times of severe crises, the Social Market Economy
constitutes an approved and advisable socio-political and economic

The Social Market Economy was born and formed in times of severe

model with a set of basic principles to be reinvigorated in times of so-

economic but equally socio-political crises. Its conceptual architecture

called globalisation.

was set by particular historical experiences and political prerequisites:
Germany’s preoccupation with the social question since the late nine-
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